MAN CAN NOT DISCOVER NEW OCEANS, UNLESS HE HAS THE COURAGE TO LOSE SIGHT OF THE SHORE.

SPIN HARMONY IS THE ROOT OF EVERYTHING. SPIN IS THE FIRST FORM OF ENERGY. THEREFORE, SPIN WINS.

SCHAUBERGER PIPES USED TO CLEAR THE AIR - WATCH IT PLEASE. LESS THAN 3 MINUTES
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_JVxNv_Lso
THIS IS A TRAILER FOR HIS DVD - VERY BRIEFLY YOU'LL SEE THEM SPINNING SMOKE - A FRIEND OF MINE WHO SELLS SCHAUBERGER PIPES FOR WATER TOLD ME.

THE WATER GUY, A SWITCHED ON CANADIAN BUDDY. NOT SURPRISINGLY, HIS 4 YR OLD GRANDDAUGHTER CAN SING AND DANCE WITH THE BEST OF THEM - AND SHE CAN RIDE A MOTORBIKE!!!

www.alivewater.co.uk SCHAUBERGER PIPES FOR THE HOME, BUSINESS OR AN ENTIRE CITY.

OBVIOUSLY, WE HAVE LIFE GIVING SPIN AND SPIN THAT IS ANTI-LIFE. THOSE BEING: IMPLOSION GIVES LIFE AND EXPLOSION DESTROYS IT ALA SCHAUBERGER. THIS HAS BEEN KNOWN SINCE THE ‘40s.

REFLECTED LIGHT CHANGES THE SPIN, THE SUNLIGHT IS LIFE GIVING. THE ANTI-LIFE LIGHT FROM THE MOON HAS BEEN KNOWN SINCE THE 1880s, I THINK - THE BARON'S EXHAUSTIVE INVESTIGATION. OD ENERGY MAKES LUNATICS - LITERALLY.

IMPLOSION SPIN IS A 2-D ENERGY - THINGS GO BACK TO BEING ALIVE. AS SCHAUBERGER SHOWED - WATER DOWN STREAM FROM A DAM THAT USES EXPLOSIVE TURBINES - NO TROUT - NOT MUCH OF ANYTHING ALIVE. DOWN STREAM NOT TOO FAR, WE HAVE LIFE AGAIN. NATURE GIVES LIFE IN THE FORM OF SPIN - CAUSED BY THE ROCKS IN THE RIVER, WHICH ARE PLACED BY NATURE ACCORDING TO THE FIBONACCI SERIES.

OK, THIS WILL BLOW YOU AWAY. ENJOY, BECAUSE ITS TRUE

CHANGE THE NATURE OF THE RADIATION - CHANGE ITS SPIN. THEN IT BECOMES LIFE GIVING AND WILL WORK TO CLEAN THE PLANET. MICROWAVE SPIN AT ITS FINEST. RADIATION IS SO SMALL THAT IT IS LIKELY TO BE MANIFESTING IN THE SQUARE AETHERS, WHICH MEANS THAT IT WILL BE MORE USEFUL THAN HARMFUL, WHEN ITS SPIN IS CHANGED.

CHATTING WITH AN AMAZING HEALER, SCIENTIST, SPIRITUALIST, WHO HAS CURED MANY OF MY FRIENDS. SHE IS, ALSO, FRIENDS WITH PATRICK.

"IN TWO WEEKS WE CAN SET UP A GARDEN ON FUKUSHIMA"

SPIN HARMONY HAPPENS - AND IT IS VERY POWERFUL.

THIS IS REALLY QUITE AMAZING - AND ITS TRUE - BY CHANGING THE SPIN ON THE RADIATION, IT BECOMES A LIFE GIVING ENERGY.
OF COURSE, GOOD IMAGES ARE REQUIRED I.E. MEDITATION.

THE TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY ARE SO POWERFUL, JESUS IS ON SIDE. (VISHNU / JESUS IS DESCRIBED BY THE HINDU AS BEING RIGHT HANDED SPIN - THIS HAS BEEN KNOWN FOR AT LEAST 5000 YEARS). A SMALL TEAM OF MEDITATORS CAN ACCOMPLISH THIS. SUCH A TEAM IS TO HAND.

THE BEAUTY WOULD BE STOPPING FUKUSHIMA - THEN REPLIATING THE TECHNOLOGY EVERY WERE ITS NEEDED.

THE TOOLS ARE UNBELIEVABLY SIMPLE - NO MOVING PARTS - ORGONE DEVICES (AND SIMILAR). ORGONE IS DERIVED FROM ORGANIC.

While any of these may clear the air of visible chemtrails, or smog, surely the nasty stuff (Al, Ba, etc.) will still be up there, and will eventually come down to poison us all?

AMAZINGLY THE POISONS ARE CONVERTED TO HEALTHY PARTICULATE - THEY STILL TEST TO BE THERE BUT THEIR EFFECTS ON ORGANIC MATTER ARE DIFFERENT.

THIS IS SOMETHING THAT IS VERY DIFFICULT TO EXPLAIN TO THE SHEEPLE SCIENTISTS THAT DO NOT WANT TO TOGGLE TO THE 2-D NATURE OF THE AETHERS, THENCE THE UNIVERSE. THUS, I'M LOATH TO BROACH THE SUBJECT - BUT, NOW THAT YOU'VE BROUGHT IT UP, I WILL.

THIS IS SOMETHING THAT I'VE HAD EXPERIENCE WITH FOR 20 YEARS STARTING WITH THE KIVA LIGHT, WHICH TRANSFORMS WATER AND REMOVES LIMESCALE FROM PIPES SO QUICKLY THAT YOU HAVE TO BE CAREFUL NOT TO PLUG IMPORTANT VALVES AND PLUMBING FIXTURES. THIS IS DONE JUST BY PUTTING A GLASS PIPE IN THE FEED LINE TO THE HOUSE AND TURNING ON A KIVA LIGHT BY THAT GLASS PIPE - PRETTY AMAZING - JUST LIGHT. THE LIMESCALE PARTICULATE STILL TESTS TO BE THERE, BUT IT HAS DIFFERENT PROPERTIES!!!

THE PERFECTLY PURE PHOTONS/ANUs COMING OFF OF THE KIVA LIGHT TRANSFORM EVERYTHING THEY TOUCH. THE KIVA LIGHT DOES AMAZING THINGS.
http://kivalight.mysite.com/About.html

DITTO THE SCHAUBERGER PIPE - IT REMOVES LIMESCALE AND CHANGES THE PROPERTIES OF IT. THIS IS DONE VIA TWO COUNTER-ROTATING SPINS IN THE WATER, WHICH CREATES AN ANU - ANUs ARE QUANTUM BITS OF CONSCIOUSNESS THAT AUTOMATICALLY HARMONIZE THINGS - ALSO REFERRED TO AS - SOEFs - SELF ORGANIZING ENERGY FIELDS. STEM CELLS DO THIS SAME THING I.E. GO WHERE THEY ARE NEEDED IN THE BODY.

SO, THESE TWO TECHNOLOGIES (AMONG MANY SIMILAR) WILL TRANSFORM THINGS LIKE CHLORINE FROM A POISON TO BECOMING A CLEANSING AGENT TO THE BODY. THE CHLORINE WILL STILL TEST TO BE THERE, BUT ITS PROPERTIES ARE DIFFERENT.

ANYBODY CAN AVAIL HIMSELF TO THESE 2-D TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR RESULTS - THE EVIDENCE IS AD NASEUM.

ORGONE ENERGY IS AMAZING - LOOK IT UP YOURSELF.

DITTO SLIM SPURLING'S AMAZING DEVICES - EASY TO READ UP ON.
THAT WAS A BEAUTIFUL IDEA - TO GET THE KIDS TO SAVE THE PLANET - THEY CAN DO IT EASIER THAN ANYBODY ELSE - IT DOES NEED TO BE JOYFUL, WHICH IS AN AUTOMATIC WITH KIDS.

WE DO WANT TO LEAVE A PLANET FOR THEM TO INHABIT? OK, SO LET THEM FIX IT.

ORGONE ACCUMULATORS ARE EASY TO BUILD - JUST THIS SIMPLE, STIR SMALL BITS OF METAL INTO AN ORGANIC INSULATING SUBSTANCE, LIKE DRY LOCAL DIRT, WHICH IDEAL OR FLOUR. SAY PRAYERS ALL DURING THE PROCESS OR SING SONGS. SEAL THE TOP WITH SOME KIND OF RESIN AND SPREAD THESE ORGONE DEVICES OUT ACCORDING TO THE FIBONACCI SERIES.

THIS IS A PHYSICAL, MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL PARTICIPATION PROJECT. LOTS OF PEOPLE HAVE TO DO IT. SCHOOL KIDS ARE IDEAL.

AROUND THE PACIFIC RIM - EVERYBODY NEEDS TO START DOING THIS, PLEASE. WELL MOST EVERYBODY. MAKING ORGONE DEVICES AND PRAYING.

A LOT MORE THAN FUKUSHIMA NEEDS FIXING.

SO? WHAT ARE YA GOING TO DO?

ORGONE WILL FIX EVERYTHING AROUND YOU - THE ENTIRE WEST COAST OF THE U.S. IS GLOWING NOW. THAT CAN BE CHANGED INTO FERTILIZED AND GROWING PROFUSELY.

MASS PARTICIPATION IS REQUIRED. EITHER THAT OR A DIVINE EVENT.

OR

AS PER, ONE VISION FROM AN NDE - PEOPLE JUST DYING AND LAYING AROUND ON THE GROUND. NOBODY COMING TO HELP. GENOCIDE IS UPON YOU.

I.E.

KISS YOUR FRIENDS, FAMILY AND FANNY GOOD BYE. IT IS NICER BEING DEAD ANYWAY.

BUT, THAT'S NOT SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN - WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE SAVED AND THERE WILL BE A 1000 YEARS OF PEACE.

IF YOU WANT TO SEE THAT HAPPEN - WORK TOWARDS IT.

LOVE AND BLESSINGS

PS:

NEAT VIDEO BELOW - HAWAII IS GETTING HAMMERED - THEY NEED TO WAKE UP PRONTO.

Dear chris,

Besides the billions of gallons of radioactive water spilling from the
abandoned Fukushima Nuclear Energy
Plant every day, there is also a steady plume of radio nuclides including Cesium, Xenon, Uranium and Plutonium, which are steadily being carried across the Pacific via trade winds, with the lion's share landing (usually, along with the rain) in communities within the US and Canada - and in places beyond, throughout the Northern Hemisphere.

Ironically, more radiation fallout is presently occurring in North America than in Japan, the scene of the disaster, due to the trade winds, off the Japanese coast.

It has been calculated that in 1 day, there are 666,733.717599549 bequerels of radiation emitted in every cubic foot of the Pacific, per mile.

There are about 63,800,000 miles Pacific Ocean, with an average depth is about 2.28 miles. There are 145,464,000 cubic miles in the Pacific Ocean. Cesium-137 has a double decay process 94.6% of the time; first Beta rays, then Gamma rays. Each cubic foot of the entire Pacific Ocean will have 218.174056838937 Beta radiation events per day and each cubic foot of the entire Pacific Ocean will have 206.392657769635 Gamma radiation events per day.

Video (about 2 mins):
Fukushima Radiation Hitting USA and Canada More than Japan
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001PVFT9UuWAa_OdMoxaJOIuIZCUq3TFhQgCaN1m6HwbGMOCffTN-djY2-Ev03thIcojM3nogoRbSpc78iuscsEWTko1xV_ANsIWVisV23JkyZhGIqA22znBrYObJjFZKy79o_PBnfr3pNgKML9Gal_RhIcPKDRwT6Wl

- Alexandra

P.S. Please share Forbidden Knowledge TV emails and videos with your friends and colleagues by using the "Forward to a Friend" link within this newsletter, below.
That's how we grow. Thanks.

Alexandra Bruce
Publisher, ForbiddenKnowledgeTV.com
Daily Videos from the Edges of Science
Buy Books by Alexandra Bruce

RE: ORGONE
DR. DeMEO CHAMPIONS THE INVENTOR, WILHELM REICH, WHO SHOULD HAVE A NUMBER OF NOBEL PRIZES
https://www.google.com/search?client=gmail&rls=gm&q=ORGONE%20DEMEO%20ASHLAND

KARL HANS WELZ - VERY ADVANCED
http://www.orgone.net/

ORGONE DEVICES ARE EASY TO MAKE, YOURSELF

AMAZING EFFECTS OF SPIN
TORNADOS AND HURRICANES MERGE OBJECTS TOGETHER
SPIN CHANGES THINGS BACK TO THEIR ORIGINAL 2-D IMAGE

PHYSICS KNOWS THAT THIS IS A HOLOGRAPHIC UNIVERSE - THE FIRST FORM OF ENERGY IN THIS UNIVERSE IS SPIN WHICH TAKES MATTER BACK TO ITS ORIGINAL FORM I.E. A HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE. OBVIOUSLY WHAT YOU SEE ABOVE ARE TWO IMAGES THAT HAVE MERGED. IT IS VERY SIMPLE, ACTUALLY.

2-D REALLY DOES CONTROL 3-D

RE: "IN TWO WEEKS WE CAN SET UP A GARDEN ON FUKUSHIMA"

PLEASE, THE SPURLING HARMONIZERS, WHEN PROPERLY PLACED AND ACTIVATED WILL CLEAR THE POLLUTION, FROM THE AIR OF ANY MAJOR CITY, INSIDE OF AN HOUR?
https://www.google.com/search?client=gmail&rls=gm&q=SPURLING%20HARMONIZER%20CLEARS%20AIR%20POLLUTION
AND CHEMBUSTER ORGONE DEVICES CLEAR CHEMTRAILS IN MINUTES - THEREFORE, USING 2-D TECH, MY FRIENDLY SCIENTISTS STATEMENT ABOVE ABOUT PLANTING A GARDEN IS NOT FAR FETCHED.

THUS, I SAY AGAIN

THIS IS REALLY QUITE AMAZING - AND ITS TRUE - BY CHANGING THE SPIN ON THE RADIATION, IT BECOMES A LIFE GIVING ENERGY.

WE TOLD THIS TO OUR BUDDY, BURTON http://www.burtongoldberg.com/index.html, WHO WRITES ON ALTERNATE THERAPIES AND HAS HELPED MILLIONS OF PEOPLE, HE DID NOT BELIEVE IT, THAT RADIATION COULD BECOME HEALTHY, THEN WE SHOWED HIM TWO SIMPLE TECHNOLOGIES THAT WOULD DO IT AND I THINK THAT HE GOT IT - BUT, THAT IS THE GENERAL ATTITUDE OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL I.E. NO "... COURAGE TO LOOSE SIGHT OF THE SHORE."

PUCKER UP DARLIN

LOVE AND BLESSINGS,